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Preoccupied with technology, and fascinated by the technical specifications of weapons, we easily forget that wars are won or lost by soldiers ... Fleet Admiral in 1967 (roughly equivalent to ...
Book Review: Admiral Gorshkov: The Man Who Challenged the U.S. Navy
The Scottish actor is filming the Disney+ Star Wars series Obi-Wan Kenobi ... partner Andrew Irvine were seen for the last time approaching the top of the mountain before disappearing into ...
Ewan McGregor to star as famed British mountaineer George Mallory in new Doug Liman movie Everest
(Tribune News Service) — Star Wars is moving from the big screen ... Both Virgin Galactic and Blue Origin are finally approaching the starting gate for space tourism, but it remains to be ...
Bezos, Branson rev their rockets for summer race to space
Donald Rumsfeld, the two-time defense secretary and one-time presidential candidate whose reputation as a skilled bureaucrat and visionary of a modern U.S. military was unraveled ...
Former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld dies at 88
The game's Star Wars-esque scenario has teams using their robots to collect power cells to get a force field generator working to protect a city from approaching asteroids. "Since we only got to ...
GHS' Robowranglers win Texas Cup
So, it was a reinforcement to keep going and just keep approaching the work in the ... HAWKE I would join the writers room of some new Star Wars TV show. I’d love to geek out and channel my ...
“You Have to Feel Sick in Order to Feel Good”: Barry Jenkins, Ethan Hawke and the THR Drama Showrunner Roundtable
I really am so impressed at the way in which David Giuntoli is approaching this storyline ... because when I was watching Star Wars with my wife, and she was like, you know, guns don’t make ...
‘A Million Little Things’ Season 3 Finale: Creator DJ Nash On Shocking Double Cliffhanger, “Guilt”-Themed Season 4 & Endgame Plans
"Star Wars" heroine Daisy Ridley has the perfect ... Ted Cruz, who traveled to Cancun as a deadly winter storm ravaged the state. While some at Fox News defended Ted Cruz’s actions, Trace ...
ted cruz
Even amid intense national conversation over monuments, Colorado lawmakers found consensus to pay tribute to an often overlooked figure.
Colorado forgot this WWII hero. A new statue at the Capitol will help it remember.
People start asking me well before Christmas.” Now an expert at creating paintings featuring everything from Star Wars to Disney characters, he has even painted pictures of homeless people for a ...
Furloughed dad quits mechanic job to become window 'snow painter' - Caroline Flack's mum is a fan
“We have an infestation right now,” reveals Howard, safely ensconced in a home office decorated with all manner of toys, props and ephemera that handily denote a man approaching his third ...
Starfield E3 2021 reveal exclusive: How Todd Howard spent 25 years creating his 'NASA-punk' space RPG
Then I heard what sounded like an angry Stormtrooper from Star Wars repeatedly imploring people over a loudspeaker ... a high visibility ‘ladder’ cross walk and a curved path approaching the crossing.
Exploring the Gresham Fairvew Trail
Geiger, a four-star general who was one of only two Marines to receive the Navy Cross for heroism in both world wars, has held ... at 7 a.m. or in the case of approaching opposition forces ...
Four-star general’s family returns ancient bell to Japan
He urged authorities to take tough measures quickly ahead of the Olympics, with summer vacations approaching ... domestic opening weekend since “Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker” debuted ...
Japan bans fans at Tokyo-area Olympics venues due to virus
This Week: The GRAMMYs Are Coming Soon & Bieber's Getting RoastedThis week, music’s biggest night is fast approaching and ... Emmy Nominations, and Star Wars DelaysThis week a teen heartthrob ...
Justin Bieber
Pritzker Honors National Guard, Gold Star FamiliesIllinois Gov ... It bears the names of more than 7,000 soldiers killed in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Illinois River Town Still Recovering ...
Marseilles
The first half of the MLB season is quickly approaching its end. The All-Star break is coming next week ... The event raised $2.6 million for charity. Tropical Storm Elsa is gaining strength ...
The Daily Sweat: Who are the best and worst MLB teams to bet on?
The first half of the MLB season is quickly approaching its end. The All-Star break is coming next week ... The event raised $2.6 million for charity. Tropical Storm Elsa is gaining strength as it ...

A thrilling prequel to the upcoming movie Star Wars: Episode II follows Obi-Wan and his Padawan, Anakin, as they embark on a dangerous mission to the planet of Ansion to stop raging border disputes. Reprint.
A thrilling prequel to the upcoming movie Star Wars: Episode II follows Obi-Wan and his Padawan, Anakin, as they embark on a dangerous mission to the planet of Ansion to stop raging border disputes.
“ENTERTAINING AND INTELLIGENT . . . This book is pure class all the way. . . . The final page is a great climax.” –Starburst The Republic is decaying, even under the leadership of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, who was elected to save the galaxy from collapsing under the forces of discontent. On the tiny but strategic
planet of Ansion, a powerful faction is on the verge of joining the growing secessionist movement. At the Chancellor’s request, the Jedi Council sends two Jedi Knights, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luminara Unduli, along with their Padawans Anakin Skywalker and Barriss Offee, to stabilize the planet’s population. To succeed,
the Jedi will have to fulfill near-impossible tasks, befriend wary strangers, and influence two great armies, stalked all the while by an enemy sworn to see the negotiations collapse and the mission fail. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
A Jedi adventure that is a direct prequel to the upcoming movie, Star Wars: Episode II. Based on an idea by George Lucas, featuring a never-before-seen character from the new movie, and written by Star Wars veteran Alan Dean Foster. At the start of the upcoming Star Wars movie, Episode II, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin
Skywalker are fresh off a mission on another world. This is the story of that mission. Obi-Wan and his Padawan, Anakin, are dispatched to the world of Ansion to deal with border disputes, as the Supreme Chancellor struggles desperately to hold his dying Republic together.
Obi-Wan and his Padawan, Anakin, embark on a dangerous mission to the planet of Ansion to stop raging border disputes.

Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker must stem the tide of the raging Clone Wars and forge a new bond as Jedi Knights in a high-stakes adventure set just after the events of Star Wars: Attack of the Clones. The Clone Wars have begun. Battle lines are being drawn throughout the galaxy. With every world that joins the
Separatists, the peace guarded by the Jedi Order is slipping through their fingers. After an explosion devastates Cato Neimoidia, the jewel of the Trade Federation, the Republic is blamed and the fragile neutrality of the planet is threatened. The Jedi dispatch Obi-Wan Kenobi, one of the Order’s most gifted
diplomatic minds, to investigate the crime and maintain the balance that has begun to dangerously shift. As Obi-Wan investigates with the help of a heroic Neimoidian guard, he finds himself working against the Separatists who hope to draw the planet into their conspiracy—and senses the sinister hand of Asajj Ventress
in the mists that cloak the planet. Amid the brewing chaos, Anakin Skywalker rises to the rank of Jedi Knight. Despite the mandate that Obi-Wan travel alone—and his former master’s insistence that he listen this time—Anakin’s headstrong determination means nothing can stop him from crashing the party, and bringing
along a promising but conflicted youngling. Once a Padawan to Obi-Wan, Anakin now finds himself on equal—but uncertain—footing with the man who raised him. The lingering friction between them increases the danger for everyone around them. The two knights must learn a new way to work together—and they must learn
quickly, to save Cato Neimoidia and its people from the fires of war. To overcome the threat they face they must grow beyond master and apprentice. They must stand together as brothers.
In nearly two dozen novels about the Humanx Commonwealth, Alan Dean Foster has fascinated readers with his brilliantly imagined interstellar realm–where humans, thranx, AAnn, and other species strive to work together to put the common good above selfish ends. But renewed efforts at cooperation prove that familiarity
breeds contempt. Diuturnity’s Dawn is the third thrilling novel in The Founding of the Commonwealth, a spectacular space adventure that traces the perilous early years of this remarkable universe. From the beginning, while sharing the Orion Arm of the galaxy, contact between humankind and the thranx has been tenuous
at best. Yet nearly a century after first contact, the likelihood of closer human/thranx relations is as far away as ever. Humans still find these insectlike beings physically repulsive, a distaste the thranx return in kind. At times the cordial veneer barely conceals the suspicion and distrust boiling just below the
surface. Yet idealists on both sides refuse to surrender their dreams of achieving a thranx/human alliance. Among the most dedicated are a minor diplomat named Fanielle Anjou and her thranx counterpart. Others intend to make sure such a liaison never comes to pass . . . by any means necessary. For these xenophobes,
the upcoming Humanx Inter-Cultural Fair, the first wholly cross-species event, is a hideous confirmation of their worst fears. Zealots on both sides vow it will be the last of its kind, no matter how many must die. In the coming conflagration Fanielle holds the key to triumph but only if she can outwit those
desperate to silence her forever. Meanwhile, on a faraway planet, the duplicitous AAnn watch intently as archaeologists labor to discover what happened to an advanced human race that perished thousands of years ago. For the answers contain grave consequences for human, thranx, and AAnn alike . . .
Unlikely duo Pip and Flinx return to right another wrong in this all-new sci-fi adventure from one of the genre’s living legends. Fans of fun, fast-paced, imaginative science fiction adventure, rejoice! #1 New York Times bestselling author Alan Dean Foster returns to his much-loved Commonwealth series with a new
novel starring the indefatigable Flinx and his venomous minidrag, Pip. Facing danger and doing good is their business . . . provided the price is right. The unexpected return of an old friend draws Flinx and Pip to the backward planet of Largess, whose seal-like denizens’ primitive technology and fractious clan
politics have kept a wary Commonwealth from a profitable trade relationship. But now a rogue human employing forbidden advanced weaponry threatens to ignite a war among the Larians. And Flinx is just the man to stop it before it starts. But once on Largess, Flinx discovers that his empathic abilities—usually his
greatest asset—are rendered useless by the natives’ unique language, which is sung rather than spoken. Worse, the abduction of a powerful chieftain’s daughter has raised tensions to the boiling point. Now Flinx must depend on his own mettle—and of course Pip, the devoted minidrag with the deadly edge—to right wrongs,
mend fences, and battle a cold-blooded adversary armed with enough firepower to blow them all away . . . and destroy the chance for peace in Largess forever. Advance praise for Strange Music “Adventure-loving readers new to the series, as well as old fans, will enjoy [Alan Dean] Foster’s return to Commonwealth
space.”—Publishers Weekly
“It seems you have acquired about you a field that affects the links between multiple parallel worlds, causing objects and individuals from these worlds to slip into yours . . . or you to slip into theirs . . .” It was just an average day for tabloid reporter Max Parker when he arrived in Malibu for a demonstration
of a brand new parallel-universe machine. But everything changed in an instant when inventor Barrington Boles succeeded in making Max the human gate to numerous parallelities. Now Max was lost in a virtual sea of collateral worlds, confronting man-eating aliens, dinosaurs, talking frogs, dead Maxes, girl Maxes, old
Maxes, even ghost Maxes. His only chance to escape the space-time continuum was to find Boles and hope the loony genius could rescue him. But how could he be sure which world was real, which Max was Max, and which Boles was the Boles who could stop the madness—or trap Max in the wrong world forever. . . ?
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